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I  Am the UndertowI  Am the Undertow
        (feat. Autumn Orange)        (feat. Autumn Orange)

Are you scared?
Can your feet touch the bottom, how far is the sand?
Are you inches or miles from where you can stand?

Are you lost?
You’ve lost sight of the shoreline, is this what you planned?

Is that kelp at your ankles, or is it a hand?

You must be scared,
And you’re right to fear

Your mind is racing, seeking escape
Hold in your breath, what’s left should be dear

Don’t bother fighting, now it’s too late

I am the undertow
Come, take my hand, I’ll drag you below

I am the riptide
Leading you down, your saltwater bride

Catching your clothes and pulling you near
Can’t you hear me calling?

It ebbs and flows, the tide of your fear
Give yourself to falling

I am the riptide
I am the undertow

Why are you scared?
There’s peace in defeat

This could be easy, only let go
Try to believe the end could be sweet

Sleep is a kindness I can bestow

I am the undertow
Come, take my hand, I’ll drag you below

I am the riptide
Leading you down, your saltwater bride

Catching your clothes and pulling you near
Can’t you hear me calling?

It ebbs and flows, the tide of your fear
Give yourself to falling

I am the riptide
I am the undertow

Are you scared?
Can your feet touch the bottom, how far is the sand?
Are you inches or miles from where you can stand?



The Wave-Soaked The Wave-Soaked 
MaidenMaiden

One grey day so thick with fog, the clouds hung heavy and low
A fisherman out on the waves hauled his nets up from below

Tangled up amongst the cod and bass and brill and bream
Was something strange and scaly like a vision from a dream

Da da da da, da da da da da, vision from a dream

She had fins where her feet should be, her eyes were dark as a storm
The siren that he caught upon that grey and fateful morn

Behind her lips her teeth were sharp, much sharper than his knives
She said to him “Come closer sir, and I’ll eat you alive.”

Da da da da, da da da da da, I’ll eat you alive

Beware the wave-soaked maidens, to whom the depths belong
If you sail upon their waters, then you won’t sail for long

He trembled as she gazed at him, her eyes were hungry and cold
She was a sight both terrible and lovely to behold

“Please don’t feast upon my flesh,” he begged her to forgive
“If I return you to the sea, then won’t you let me live?”

Da da da da, da da da da da, won’t you let me live

She looked at him upon his knees and thought him a pitiful sight
She told him, “I will let you go, but quickly take your flight.

If ever you should drop your nets again amongst these waves
Then me and all my sisters here will drag you to your grave.”

Da da da da, da da da da da, drag you to your grave

Beware the wave-soaked maidens, to whom the depths belong
If you sail upon their waters, then you won’t sail for long

A fortnight hence he tossed and turned, her eyes had driven him mad
And when he slept all he could see was the lady seaweed-clad
Desperate for just one glimpse more, he took back to the deep

And sure enough she came to him with promises to keep
Da da da da, da da da da da, promises to keep

She said “Good sir, I warned you once that you could never return.
I should have known right then and there, your kind will never learn.”

When he saw her sisters rise he knew that he was damned
And now his bones are fathoms deep, all buried in the sand

Da da da da, da da da da da, buried in the sand

Beware the wave-soaked maidens, to whom the depths belong
If you sail upon their waters, then you won’t sail for long
If you sail upon their waters, then you won’t sail for long



Jolly Sailor BoldJolly Sailor Bold
Come all ye pretty fair maids

Wherever you may be
Love a jolly sailor bold

Who ploughs the raging sea

From Tower Hill to Blackwall
I will wander, weep, and moan

All for my jolly sailor
Until he comes back home

His hair does hang in ringlets
His eyes as black as sloes
My happiness is with him

Wherever he may go

My heart is pierced by cupid
I disdain all glittering gold

There is nothing can console me
But my jolly sailor bold

Come all ye pretty maids
Wherever you may be
Love a jolly sailor bold

Who ploughs the raging sea

From Tower Hill to Blackwall
I have wandered, wept, and moaned

All for my jolly sailor
Who never will come home

His hair did hang in ringlets
His eyes were black as sloes
My happiness is with him

Where’er he lies below

My heart is pierced by cupid
I disdain all glittering gold

There is nothing can console me
But my jolly sailor bold



Wine-Dark GraveWine-Dark Grave
I too once tasted the salt air

Lay in the sand where,
Feet bare

I reveled in sun

I too once thought I was home there
Wasn’t alone there

Up where
It all came undone

Now I decay beneath the waves
My wine-dark grave

I envy tides, they come and go
I’m too late to save

I too once stood on the seashore
Hearing the waves roar,

Downpour
When once I could weep

I too once heard someone calling
A song in the squalling

Falling
I sank in the deep

Now I decay beneath the waves
My wine-dark grave

I envy tides, they come and go
I’m too late to save

I too once gave in
I too once gave in
I too once gave in
Let the ocean win

Come let’s decay beneath the waves
Our wine-dark grave

We’ll be the tides that come and go
We’re too late to save
You’re too late to save

There’s dirt on your hands
And there’s sweat on your skin

The water’s so cool
Don’t you want to dive in?

Come close to the edge
Yes, come close to the brink
You’ll wash yourself clean

And you’ll float ‘til you sink

Come in, come in, come join us below
Plunge into the sea as it moves to and fro
It’s wide and deep and cradles you close

Come in, come in, we’ll pull you down slow

The sun’s baking down
And you’ve worked for so long

You’re weary and weak
Though you were once strong

Now draw a deep breath
Yes, now draw it in fast

Hold onto it well
For it shall be your last

Come in, come in, come join us below
Plunge into the sea as it moves to and fro
It’s wide and deep and cradles you close

Come in, come in, we’ll pull you down slow

You’re far from your home
And you’re missing your bed

You’ve journeyed so far
And it’s here you’ve been led

The current is calling
And you must obey

It just wants to hold you
And sweep you away

Come in, come in, come join us below
Plunge into the sea as it moves to and fro
It’s wide and deep and cradles you close

Come in, come in, we’ll pull you down slow

Come in, come in, it’s time to let go 

Come InCome In



Far beneath the rolling tides
Where the sunbeams cannot go

Gilled and scaled, with sightless eyes
Monsters down below

Lurking in the icy deep
Where the sea is black as ink
Swimming horrors lie asleep

Dreaming you will sink

So keep your feet fast on the land, never you go too far
Or feel the clutch of icy hands and never again see stars

Should you hear a sweet refrain
Turn away, my son, and flee

Do not heed that distant strain
Calling you to sea

Should you give her what she craves
You will pay an endless toll
She is waiting in the waves

Hungry for your soul

So keep your feet fast on the land, never you go too far
Or feel the clutch of icy hands and never again see stars

When one day we’re far apart
And you hear that melody

Keep this song beside your heart
Come back home to me

Seafarer's LullabySeafarer's Lullaby



The events of this adventure center on the only son of Evard van Dohr, the local lord of 
Tawny Reach. Tristlen — a foolish, spoiled young man — has recently returned from a 

poaching trip to the Northern coast. After a day or so of strange behavior, Tristlen vanishes 
once again, this time alone.

Unbeknownst to his father, who assumes that Tristlen has been kidnapped, the young 
noble has fallen in love with a feral mermaid. On his previous trip, the mermaid bewitched 
the young noble, and it was only through the actions of his companion Kyppli that Tristlen 
was prevented from diving overboard to join his “bride.” Now, armed with a Scroll of True 
Polymorph and a stolen Amulet of Waterbreathing, Tristlen seeks to return to the wreck of 

The Chalice of Yvir and rescue his beloved by turning her into a human.

The adventurers are hired to find out what happened to Tristlen, and to ensure his safe 
return — if the cold embrace of the sea doesn’t claim him first.

The
Cold and Hungry

Sea

A mermaid adventure for fifth edition
by Harlen Eherenman & Ginny Di



The Adventure BeginsThe Adventure Begins

Breakwater HallBreakwater Hall

This adventure takes place near the coast during your players’ adventures. In a quiet 
moment (in a tavern, perhaps) they are approached by an elderly footman wearing 
stained and faded livery: a mermaid against a teal background holding a ripe, red fruit. He 
introduces himself as Horatio, a loyal servant to Evard van Dohr. His master is distraught; 
Tristlen, his only son and heir, is missing, and Horatio has been tasked with finding 
adventurers to recover him. He offers a reward of 1000 gold pieces for meeting with Evard 
van Dohr, and a further 1000 gold for the safe return of his son.

If the players agree, they are led to a gilded carriage that has clearly seen better days, 
decorated with faded dolphins and fish. Once embarked, they are driven along the coast to 
the quiet fishing village of Tawny Reach.

This is Breakwater Hall, the ancestral seat of the House van Dohr. Much like its master, 
the house is the picture of ruined grandeur: noble, but bleached and worn by decades of 
exposure. Like the faded velvet doublet Evard wears, the statues and tapestries of merfolk 
and other sea creatures hint at what was once great wealth.

The players are greeted by Evard and led into a formal dining room where they are served 
a meal of rich seafood stew and stale bread. There, Evard explains the situation:

• Two days ago, Tristlen van Dohr vanished from Breakwater Hall. He gave no 
indication as to where he was going, but he had been acting strangely prior to his 
disappearance. He was distracted and irritable, largely locking himself in his room.

The road cuts left and the ocean comes into view: a shining arc from here to the 
horizon. The cool breeze that plays through the beach grass carries the smell 
of salt and fish. As the carriage draws nearer to the mansion, you can make 
out the gates, red and flaking with rust; the walls of the mansion, grey and 

splintering beneath the peeling paint; and the old man limping down the grand 
front steps, clearly eager for your arrival.

• Tristlen had just returned from a fishing trip with “one 
of the ruffians from the village.” They were technically 
poaching, but Evard turns a blind eye to his son’s 
misdeeds. Evard does not know specifically where their 
trip took them.

• Evard suspects kidnapping, as a large sum of money is 
missing from the vault. But if pressed, he admits that 
only members of the van Dohr family can unlock the 
enchanted vault door.

• Evard is a doting father to his only son, especially since 
his wife’s death some years before. It quickly becomes 
clear that Tristlen was given everything he ever wanted.

Evard van DohrEvard van Dohr



Once the interview is complete, the players are allowed to investigate the mansion. 
Many rooms are shuttered, the furniture covered in cloth against decay. The coat of 
arms of House van Dohr is everywhere: a mermaid with a ripe red fruit in her hand. 
(“Representing the bounty of the sea,” says Evard, if asked.) The only real clues to 
Tristlen’s disappearance are in his chambers. A DC 12 Investigation roll will reveal that 
Tristlen’s traveling clothes are gone. There are also sheets of crumpled paper tossed 
in and around the waste basket: A few with crossed-out lines of lurid poetry about an 
unobtainable beauty and the agony of longing, as well as a receipt from someone named 
“Alba” for covered debts.

If the players ask any of the elderly staff about Tristlen’s disappearance, a DC 14 
Persuasion roll reveals that they all believe Tristlen to be a spoiled brat who wastes his 
time and his father’s money at the Chipped Tooth, a tavern in the nearby village.

Like ripples on the water,

So ephemeral is she
And longing like the

frigid bite of ice floes on the se
a

Beauty that cannot be caught gr
asped,

No matter how you reach

And leaves you breathless,

gasping, beached



The Village of Tawny ReachThe Village of Tawny Reach

Once, the village of Tawny Reach was modestly prosperous. But as so often happens, the 
schools of fish began to thin and the merchant vessels found more lucrative stops. Now the 
buildings that line the streets are warped and leaning, their white paint peeling in the sea-
salt air. Most activity lies within walking distance of the docks, including the local outfitter 
(a jolly half-orc woman named Druzh), the smithy (run by an elf named Marigold), and the 
Chipped Tooth tavern.

The Chipped Tooth is a tall building, thin and leaning drunkenly over the waterfront. It 
is owned by a pair of halfling twins named Alba (who runs the bar) and Bors (who plays 
accordion), and frequented by the seedy dregs of Tawny Reach. Nobody looks particularly 
friendly, but if the players make successful Persuasion checks (DC 12-16, depending on 
who they ask) they can learn the following:

• Tristlen is a regular at the Chipped Tooth, though nobody likes him much. He often 
hires extra hands for his “hunting” expeditions. A further DC 16 Persuasion check 
reveals that “hunting” is likely code for pillaging shipwrecks in Manglebone Bay, to 
the north — the rumored resting place of The Chalice of Yvir, a centuries-lost treasure 
ship.

• The last time Tristlen was seen at the Tooth, he hired a young dwarf named Kyppli to 
accompany him. Kyppli has been seen since, but was acting strangely, talking about 
getting help from Meera Vostov, the local sea witch. (No one is sure why.) Kyppli lives 
in a nearby house, but hasn’t been around in the past few days.

• If the players fail a Persuasion check by 5 or more, they offend the patrons they are 
speaking with, who then start a bar brawl. Use the “Thug” stats (MM 350).

From the Chipped Tooth, two leads indicate a direction to investigate: Kyppli, who squats 
in a nearby abandoned townhouse, or Meera, who lives in a shack on the south end of the 
docks. The order isn’t important; both have relevant information.

Tawny Reach floats on the edge of the sea like a crab shell at low tide. The 
once-thriving streets are hollow, the houses bleached, with only the docks and 
a few buildings huddled nearby showing signs of life. The only sounds, as you 

walk the streets, are the cries of gulls and a dozen voices mangling a sea shanty 
somewhere nearby.



Meera Vostov the Sea Witch lives in a ramshackle dwelling 
on the beach made from a ruined boat and driftwood, 
decorated with discarded fishing nets and other tidal debris. 
The human woman is cheerfully amoral, with a massive 
shock of faintly seaweed-colored hair. When the players 
arrive, she is frantically searching for a missing Amulet of 
Water Breathing, which was stolen by Tristlen. The players 
can negotiate for information (DC 15), but if they promise 
to find and return the amulet, she will reveal all she knows.

• Her most recent clients were Kyppli, for the Modify 
Memory scroll, and Tristlen, who paid a ridiculous sum 
of money for a Scroll of True Polymorph. If she is asked about Tristlen’s intentions, 
she says she never asked. However, she recognized the look in his eyes — he was 
under some sort of charm or enchantment. Meera suspects the young man is off to do 
something quite foolish (she says, gleefully.)

• Meera also suggests that if the players plan on following Tristlen, they purchase 
Potions of Water Breathing, saying “You’ll probably need them.”

With these leads followed, the players should have enough information to pursue Tristlen 
van Dohr to the wreck of The Chalice of Yvir. Passage can be hired at the dock (or secured 
as the players see fit.)

MeeraMeera

Kyppli, a young dwarf with a shaved head and numerous 
poorly-executed sailor’s tattoos, lives in a nearby 
“abandoned” town-house. When the players arrive, it seems 
as though nobody is home. However, a DC 13 Perception 
check reveals that the basement is shoddily barricaded from 
within. Kyppli is locked inside, doing his best to escape 
the lingering enchantment from the feral mermaid’s Siren 
Song, and has resorted to purchasing a Scroll of Modify 
Memory which he intends to use on himself to forget the 
haunting and insidious melody. He can be convinced (DC 
14) to hold off long enough for the players to interview him, 
which reveals the following:

• He and Tristlen located the wreck of The Chalice of Yvir, and had set out to loot what 
they could. While there, they encountered a feral mermaid. She began to sing, which 
entranced Tristlen. Kyppli resisted enough to keep him from diving overboard, but 
was still affected.

• He has not seen Tristlen since their return, but mentions that both he and Tristlen 
planned to separately visit Meera Vostov to “fix things.” He doesn’t know if Tristlen 
has done so yet, nor does he know Tristlen’s current whereabouts.

• Kyppli can give the players the location of the wreck of the Chalice. If they are 
unsuccessful at preventing Kyppli from modifying his memory, a DC 12 check reveals 
an old, waterlogged captain’s journal with the coordinates for the wreck.

KyppliKyppli



Sunset paints the water red, shining like fire between the jagged black rocks 
of the bay. It is silent but for the lapping of the waves as your vessel weaves 

through the maze of stones and rotted wood, towards the looming silhouette of 
the massive shipwreck ahead.

The Chalice of Yvir is the mostly-sunken wreck of a vast treasure ship belonging to a long-
forgotten monarch. It sits in the center of a tangle of rocks and reef known as Manglebone 
Bay, just off the coast to the north of Tawny Reach, amidst the rotting wrecks of dozens of 
other, smaller ships. 

Once, it was a beautiful construction of gilt and crimson; now, it is blackened with age, 
home to worms, barnacles, and feral merfolk. When the players arrive, Tristlen’s empty 
boat bobs placidly near the gaping hole in the prow, just beneath the figurehead — a proud 

The Wreck of the Chalice of YvirThe Wreck of the Chalice of Yvir

queen, features long worn away.

The main entrance to the mostly-sumberged shipwreck is this hole. 
Though the interior is tangled and complicated, Tristlen has left a 
distinct trail in each room for the players to follow.



• In the entryway, stinking mud makes the footing slick, but visible tracks — merfolk’s 
hand- and tail-prints, and the bootprints of a solitary human — lead downwards, into 
a still pool where the sloping deck meets the water. A DC 13 Perception check reveals 
the four slumbering mud mephits (MM 216) hidden in the muck, which will attack 
when players pass.

• Down into the still black water, the fully-submerged passage leads through thick, 
ghostly stalks of kelp that grow from the wood of the ship. The players must make 
a DC 12 Athletics check, or else become entangled in the growth. If an adventurer 
becomes entangled, it will alert the waiting Giant Octopus (MM 326), who appears to 
be another strand of kelp until it attacks. Past this, a faint glow illuminates a stairway 
down into the bilge deck and a single discarded boot tangled in kelp.

• On the bilge deck, a thick growth of coral glows with eerie blue light, illuminating the 
drifting, skeletal remains of the sailors who sank with the Chalice. This seems to be 
a dead end — coral blocks obvious progress — but a successful DC 11 Investigation 
check reveals that the ancient boiler can be entered, and the chimney is large enough 
to serve as a passageway upwards. Inside the furnace, a scrap of torn cloth drifts from 
a spar of corroded metal.

• An explosion tore a hole in the chimney, leading out onto the long, dark gun deck. 
Patches of coral provide dim illumination. Tristlen’s recent passage kicked up clouds 
of tiny jellyfish, filling the corridor, flashing like fireflies in the gloom. Unless they’re 
moved or avoided, a player takes 1d4 poison damage for every 5 feet they travel 
through them (the deck is 50 feet long.) Halfway down the deck, the players start to 
hear beautiful, otherworldly singing through a hole in the ceiling at the far end of the 
corridor.

The hole leads to what was once the ship’s throne room, now the nest of the feral merfolk 
that inhabit the Chalice. Two rows of columns (five per side, five feet apart) line the room, 
now slick with slime and clusters of semi-transparent feral merfolk eggs.





All survivors of the final confrontation must make their way to the surface. A DC 11 
Perception check provides an easy solution: Behind a cluster of merfolk eggs, a doorway 
leads to the deck of the Chalice, which sits approximately 200 feet beneath the surface. 

Dark shapes emerge from the nearby wrecks, chasing the players as they swim upwards.

The EscapeThe Escape

The water here is warm and somehow thick. You can taste it, sour and metallic, 
as you crawl through the opening. It takes a moment for your eyes to adjust to 
the gloom, but when they do, you see him: Tristlen van Dohr drifts, limbs slack, 

head down, a scroll half-unfurled and floating beside him.

Before him is the mermaid. Her skin is flat white in the dim light, like the skin 
of a shark. Her eyes are wide and black. Her silvery hair drifts, dream-like, in 

the current. The song that twines from her mouth is senseless, wordless, but 
profoundly beautiful. As you watch, she gestures, and Tristlen reaches towards 

his own neck. Slowly, clumsily, he removes the pendant that hangs there.

This is the final encounter. Three feral merfolk circle 
Tristlen (a “Noble,” MM 348) at the far side of the 20 by 50 
foot chamber, waiting for him to drown (he will do so in 6 
rounds.) Each round, he can make a new save against the 
Siren’s Song.

If Tristlen is released from the charm, he will attempt to 
use the Scroll of True Polymorph to turn his “bride” into a 
human. If he succeeds, she will try to kill him as quickly, 
viciously, and bloodily as possible (stats as “Berserker,” MM 
344). 

Tristlen has fundamentally misunderstood the mermaid’s 

With her last breath, the mermaid shrieks. The note, pure and clear, drives into 
your head like an awl. The dark hallways of the wreck vibrate with the sound, 
debris floating down from above, silt rising in a cloud at your feet. After what 

seems like eternity, the sound fades to silence as she falls slack in the water, 
lifeless.

But before you can feel relief, you hear another shriek in the distance. And then 
another. And another.

Tristlen van DohrTristlen van Dohr

The Feral Merfolk NestThe Feral Merfolk Nest

nature: The feral merfolk are monstrous and predatory, and no matter their form, they will 
never view humans as anything other than a meal. The mermaid will never willingly leave 
the wreck of The Chalice, and will attempt to kill anyone who forces her.



 The floorboards of Breakwater Hall creak beneath your feet as you turn to 
leave. Behind you, Evard van Dohr stands, bracing himself against the table. He 
is staring at the coat of arms hanging above the fireplace: a mermaid, holding 

in her hand a ripe, red fruit.

They may encounter one or two feral merfolk on their way up, but it should be made clear 
that the players are badly outnumbered. Successful DC 13 Athletics checks give them 
ample time to reach their boat (with or without Tristlen.)

If Tristlen survives, he is clearly shaken by the experience. Gone is the self-assured noble 
the players have heard about; now, all he does is stare dully over the ocean waves. He 
surrenders the Amulet of Waterbreathing without any argument. If asked, he will describe 
the transcendent beauty of the merfolk’s song. They have his heart, and he will never get it 
back.

Upon their return to Tawny Reach, the players are greeted by Horatio, who brings them to 
Breakwater Hall. They meet with Evard, who is either grief-stricken at the loss of his son, 
or shaken by his altered condition. Regardless, he pays the second portion of the reward. 



The legend says that you can see them at night: Far out on the water, the moonlit silver 
forms of the feral merfolk. Their song bewitches all that hear it, or so say the legends, 
drawing entire ships full of unwary sailors to their doom.

As unlike their common merfolk cousins as a displacer beast is unlike a housecat, the feral 
merfolk’s existence has never been definitively proven. Perhaps they are only a story used 
to frighten children — or perhaps they wait now in the inky depths, hungry for mortal flesh.

Beguiling monsters. The feral merfolk hunt through lures and deception. Their song 
draws any unwary listener closer, and though they appear beautiful, their allure is akin 
to the anglerfish’s light. Once their prey is in their grasp, they reveal themselves as well-
adapted predators.

Deep-sea carnivores. Feral merfolk sustain themselves on meat. They hunt in schools, 
and while they eat fish, sea birds, and even dolphins, their preferred meal is human flesh. 
Once their unwary prey comes close, they make full use of their powerful, densely muscled 
tails and mouths full of vicious teeth to bludgeon and shred. Their shark-like sensitivity to 
blood makes them particularly dangerous to wounded creatures, turning a shipwreck or 
naval battle into a feral merfolk feeding ground. 

Feral MerfolkFeral Merfolk



Feral Merfolk
Medium humanoid (monstrosity), neutral evil

Armor Class 12 (14)
Hit points 44 (8d8 + 8)
Speed  10ft., swim 40ft.

Skills Deception +4, Perception +2
Senses Darkvision 60 ft., Passive Perception 12
Languages --
Challenge 3 (700 XP)

Slippery. Add +2 to the feral merfolk’s AC when swimming.

Blood Frenzy. The feral merfolk has advantage on any melee attack rolls against any creature 
that does not have all its hit points.

Limited Amphibiousness. The feral merfolk can breathe air and water, but must be sub-
merged at least once every 4 hours to avoid suffocating.

Multiattack. The Feral Merfolk makes two attacks: one with its tail and one with its bite or 
claws.

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5ft., one target. Hit 8 (1d8 + 3) piercing damage.

Claws. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5ft., one target. Hit 10 (2d6 + 3) slashing dam-
age.

Tail. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 10ft., one target. Hit 10 (2d6 + 3) bludgeoning 
damage.

Siren’s Song. The merfolk sings to one humanoid it can see within 60 feet of it. The target 
must succeed on a DC 12 Wisdom saving throw or be magically charmed by its alluring song. 
The charmed target must spend their movement traveling as directly as possible towards the 
merfolk. If the target suffers any harm, it can repeat the saving throw, ending the effect on a 
success. If the target successfully saves against the effect, or if the effect on it ends, the target is 
immune to this ability for the next 24 hours. The feral merfolk can charm only one target at a 
time. If it charms another, the effect on the previous target ends.

Draining Kiss. The feral merfolk kisses a willing target or a target affected by Siren’s Song. 
The target must make a DC 12 Constitution saving throw, taking 17 (3d8 + 2) psychic damage 
on a failed save, or half as much damage on a successful one. The target’s hit point maximum 
is reduced by an amount equal to half the damage taken. This reduction lasts until the target 
finishes a long rest. The target dies if this effect reduces its hit point maximum to 0.

CON
12 (+1)

DEX
14 (+2)

STR
16 (+3)

INT
8 (-1)

WIS
10 (+0)

CHA
14 (+2)

Actions




